**Signal Service & Controller**

**Mounted on Wood Pole**
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**Standard Drawing No.** E 805-SGCO-01

---

**INFORMATION:**

- Power cable (drip loop)
- 1" dia. conduit
- Wood pole class
- Signal cables (drip loop)
- 3/4" S.S. banding (typ.)
- Meter (if required)
- 1" hub plate & close nipple
- Entrance switch, NEMA 3R enclosure
- 1" conduit
- 1" close nipple
- Two hole pipe strap
- Ground wire in 1/2" dia. conduit
- 2" hub plate
- 2" close nipple
- Two hole pipe straps
- Ground rod
- 1'-9" min.
- 6" to 12"